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Covid 19 pandemic has worsen the mental health in population
leading to increase in several mental disorders. During this time cases
of gambling and pornography viewing have been increased. Gambling
has been impacted due to closing of casinos and social isolation. Also
stress built during the pandemic has been the driving reason for
increase in engagement in gambling. Problem gambling has become
one of the major concern.
Problem gambling not only affects the mental health but also has
an impact on financial conditions. Many times on-going financial
crises influence the gambling behavior for e.g. Greece faced an increase
in problem gambling majorly among women. Same in case of Iceland
where the financial crisis lead to gambling participation among men.
Therefore financial crises leads to more involvement in such activities
as it provides a chance to make money or win money.
Gambling market is a serious concern and is increasing rapidly.
Reasons behind gambling includes availability, boredom, time pass
and escapism and these factors has increased during this covid 19
crisis. Another specific element of the pandemic includes changes
to sports, which could hypothetically increment nonsports internet
betting. Most games whereupon individuals regularly bet (eg, soccer)
are as of now dropped because of COVID-19. It is obscure whether
this will diminish in general betting, as the degree to which people
may change from sports betting to different structures isn't known.
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Here, more examination is instantly required, particularly given that
nonsports internet betting has been emphatically connected with
indebtedness.13 The possible changes of the betting business sector
because of the wiping out of games and land-based betting are not
surely known and might be generous. For instance, Swedish media
have revealed that without proficient games, outrageous amounts of
cash have been bet on adolescent soccer matches or novice low-level
kinship games.
Another specific element of the pandemic includes changes
to sports, which could There is a requirement for convenient,
methodical examination of likely changes in betting around the world.
Illuminating the overall population about the addictive capability of
betting is significant, just like the requirement for dependable betting
measures to be attempted by numerous partners including betting
administrators. Guideline by lawmakers and strategy producers is
likewise significant by and by, especially when stress and constrainment
cover, to relieve against inordinate betting among weak individuals.
Advice and recommendations to the general public and
professionals are needed. National or local links to information about
treatment and support options are important, including ones that may
be done remotely. Advice may also include information about: limiting
the extent of gambling; not gambling to regulate negative emotions;
not gambling to try to solve financial problems or financial concerns;
not gambling under the influence of alcohol or drugs; carefully
monitoring gambling-related time and financial expenditures;
maintaining and establishing daily routines involving activities other
than gambling; minding gambling-related attitudes and behaviors in
the presence of minors; and not starting to gamble due to stressors.
Advice may also address voluntary self-exclusion in case of gambling
problems that may emerge or reemerge during the crisis.
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